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Why these articles in this order? So you’ll…
- learn the basics of how to pitch media,
- have a checklist of best practices to follow before you send a pitch,
- understand who should receive your pitch (and why),
- know how to build a media list of those same reporters/editors you now know you need to reach
- realize what an editorial calendar is and how it helps the pitching process
- apply one of the largest social media platforms to pitching: Pinterest (so your pitch can be visual!),
- and understand how pitching bloggers is different than pitching media, and how you should adjust
your process accordingly.
I hope you find this helpful. Let me know what you think, and feel free to share it!

5 Mistakes Even PR Pros
Make When Pitching Media
Public relations isn't rocket science, but there are a few things you can do
to improve the odds of coverage. Sometimes even the pros forget to stick
to the basics that work, and make shortcuts that hurt their results.
Here are five things that should be done every time - whether you are an
in-house PR liaison, or if you juggle multiple accounts for an agency.
1. Know the publication and editor/reporter you are pitching. Take time
to read a few issues of the magazine, watch a few shows or listen to the
radio. Understand the format of the publication or media channel, and be
familiar with who their readers are. Look at the editorial calendar to be
familiar with upcoming issue topics and see their demographics. This
helps you be on target with your pitch, so the spin on your story fits their
audience. It also ensures you don't pitch a story on a topic they just ran.
After all, timing is very important.
2. Pitch the right person. Sending your pitch to the wrong
person - such as the health/beauty editor when your story is
about lifestyle - can damage your credibility. You also can't be
sure the wrong contact will forward your pitch to the correct
person, so the pitch could be lost entirely. If you are building a
list of contacts that you will be pitching or sending press
releases, it isn't enough to add the publication to your list.
You need to drill down and include the right person; not
everyone you think might be appropriate, but the RIGHT
person. Details matter.
3. Keep your pitch SHORT. Don't send a novel that includes every detail
you can think of. Keep it short, get to the point, then include links to
more information. Include your idea, a reason why they should cover the
story, why it is fun or meaningful to their audience, and what makes it
worth reading/watching from the producer’s perspective. Put yourself in
THEIR shoes.

4. If you are pitching TV, make it visual. Television is based on having
something interesting to show visually - so your pitch should do the
same. Frequently pitch someone as a TV guest? Include a link to past
spots so the show producers can see how they are on the air, or even
consider video to demonstrate how you (or your client) comes across.
Include ideas in your pitch on what you have to offer visually - location,
images, props, etc. Don't just promote the product, but give them
examples of what they could do with it on the air. They aren't just looking
for a talking head - they want someone that can DO SOMETHING. If you
show them enough and they like the personality, they will find a way to
use it.
5. Give them two or three ideas, not just one. If you give them several
ideas, they are more likely to understand how they can use you.
It also gets them thinking about you as a resource, instead of simply
dismissing one idea that didn't fit their need at the time.
Be sure to include ideas that look ahead to topics looming on their
editorial calendar - not only related to what they are working on at that
moment. Editorial staff and producers always juggle multiple stories at
once, and often think further ahead then you suspect. So THINK AHEAD.
They’ll LOVE you for it.
Ready to go pitch?

The 13-Point Pitch Checklist
Before You Hit Send On That Media Pitch...
Sometimes, for those of us who are detail-oriented and process-addicted,
checklists can be useful. So I thought I'd throw together a quick one that can be
taped up in a cubical and glanced over before hitting send on a pitch... Just to
make sure we are following best practices, even when our day is insanely busy.

The 13-Point Checklist
 I checked for the ability to manually post my article (no pitch needed)
 I looked for (and read!) writer’s guidelines and/or pitch suggestions
 I am succinct - my pitch is four sentences or shorter and gets to the point
quickly
 My pitch is relevant to the publication and its audience
 My pitch is authentic, not overly familiar or fake
 My pitch is about what they want, not what I want
 My pitch is honest - I did not lie to make it seem more relevant
 Spelling and grammar are meticulous
 I verified that I am using the correct contact for my topic
 I was transparent about the article source (disclosure: on behalf of my
client, freelance writer, etc.)
 My pitch is about giving fantastic content that fits their readers, not about
link building
 The topic is creative and unique
 If appropriate, I offered an exclusive
That's it - a list of best practices that isn't too long!
Let me know if it helps.

“Don’t be
irrelevant, poorly
written, too
lengthy, boring
and annoying.
PR people, please
understand WHO
you are pitching,
sum up your
thoughts in less
than four
sentences, use
spell check,
entertain me, and
ditch the buzz
words if you want
your emails to
stay out of the
trash can.
~ Erica Swallow,
Mashable

The Magic Is In Understanding
Who to Pitch, Not Just How
Building a list, figuring out who to pitch, how many people at one
organization to pitch... these are all mysteries to PR pros with little
experience and/or training. And pitching the wrong people at a media
outlet makes the entire pitch fall flat like yesterday's can of Diet Pepsi.
If you want to obtain fast results and build relationships with the right
people, you must learn WHO to pitch. It's just as important as how. They
go hand-in-hand.
Here are a few fast rules of thumb. They don't apply to every single
market, since the size of the reporting staff at any given media outlet
impacts each role and what is included under their title, but it is a decent
place to start when you walk into a market cold (metaphorically
speaking).

WHO DO I PITCH?
BROADCAST






If you are pitching a television station and your story is breaking
news or something timely, start with emailing the news desk or
the assignments editor. Start with the major station networks
offering evening news in the market - CBS, NBC, ABC and Fox.
If your story is a human interest story, identify who specifically
covers those stories by watching the news several nights in a row
or looking at archived segments online. If it is the same reporter
each time, pitch that reporter. If it varies, I typically go through
the assignments editor by sharing my idea and asking for an
introduction to the right contact.
If you don't use a media database such as Cision or Vocus, look
for an online staff directory or pitching tips on their "contact us"
page that might have valuable information on who to pitch.









Never be afraid to call and ask questions about who to pitch and
how their decision process works. Especially for television
stations, which can be far more complicated than print media
when it comes to responsibilities and assignment
processes. When is their production meeting? When is the best
time to pitch for the morning news show? Evening news? Who is
the best person to pitch for breaking news? Morning shows?
Weekends? Segments or shows related to your specific market?
Do they have a staff directory or tips sheet that might be helpful?
The more you understand about how they operate and who
handles what, the more effective you will be. If you have local
clients, you will need to thoroughly understand the local media.
Take time to learn about their needs, instead of just pushing your
own agenda.
Want to land a morning show spot? Pitch the producer for that
specific show, not the news desk, station producer or anchor.
Same thing with hosted shows like Dr. Oz or The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. Don't pitch Ellen, pitch the show producer.
Watch the news, so you know who reports on human interest
stories, controversial or investigative stories, individual
communities and more. This doesn't only help you with how to
pitch, but it helps you identify who.
If it is a radio station, pitch a producer before you pitch a
host. Smaller stations typically have one producer and large radio
stations may have producers for individual shows AND or hosts
that produce their own shows (instead of a separate producer).

NEWSPAPER
1. Pitching a newspaper? Look for specific beat reporters that fit
your story and audience. Drill down to an industry,
audience or community level. You wouldn't want to pitch
the metro reporter if your human interest story is about a
resident that lives in the outskirts, and you wouldn't pitch
breaking news to the "busy moms" reporter. Fit the story
angle to the specific reporter that covers that kind of story.
2. Don't pitch the editor in chief or the executive editor they are executive or management staff who rarely handle
day-to-day story assignments or pitch decisions.
3. Get familiar with the entire staff directory, since one story
can be tweaked and pitched to multiple reporters. If you

have a healthcare story idea, for example, it can be often be
reworked to apply to different beat reporters, such as the
healthcare reporter, the home/family reporter and the
community reporter. For example, a story on a new prosthetic
device manufactured by a local company might be (1) a "new
product" story for the healthcare editor on the product launch
and use of specialized new materials to decrease allergens and
irritation, (2) a human interest story on a local veteran using the
prosthetic for the community reporter, (3) a business economics
story on how the product launch is expected to impact the job
market and (4) how to convert a bathroom to be handicapped
accessible for the home reporter. Each story angle would be
changed to fit the story to THEIR area of interest, but you can
move the story to another beat reporter if your first pitch doesn't
land a placement or if they already ran something on your
client/employer. The right contact to pitch won't always be the
same beat reporter - it can change.
4. If it is a small community newspaper, not one for a major market,
the rules may shift. If you use a database like Cision or
Vocus, read their job description! Pick ONE contact that best fits
your story using a little common sense. Don't give up and blast
everyone - take time to identify the correct person.
5. Writing an opinions piece for the newspaper? Send it to the
Editorial Page Editor/Reporter, or the Opinions Editor/Reporter
only. If it is related to a specific issue often covered by a beat
reporter, such as a piece on the real estate economy and you
want the real estate reporter to know about it - carbon copy that
reporter, but don't send it to just the beat reporter. They write
their own articles and can't use it. If it is a small community paper
or a business journal that doesn't have a specific person handling
opinion editorial, send it to the editor.
MAGAZINES
1. Local and trade magazines - always pitch the editor. As with
newspapers, don't bother pitching the editor in chief, deputy
editor or executive editor.
2. Major magazines often have multiple editors for different
beats. Obtain a staff directory or use a media database to review
their titles AND topics they cover to identify the correct contacts.
If you don't have access to that information, call and ask.

3. If there are both editors and directors, such as a food editor and a
food director, choose the editor. The directors are more likely to
handle planning and logistics (such as food photography), instead
of content.
4. Don't reach out to the publisher - they are more concerned with
operations and advertising than editorial. Extremely small
publications may be the exception, if the publisher is also the
acting editor.
5. Look through several issues to identify regular columnists meaning they probably are paid staff - or if authors are constantly
changing - meaning they probably accept byline submissions that
you will have to write. Either way you'll pitch the editor, but
knowing this should shift HOW you pitch.
6. Look for freelance writers that publish in the magazine you are
targeting. If their past editorial fits with your pitch, go through
them instead of the editor. If you are lucky enough to have them
love your story, they may re-purpose it to work with several
different publications. Don't send it to the editor, since they will
want to pitch it to the editor themselves as part of their sales
process.
Above all – no matter what form of media you are pitching – NEVER
GUESS. Take time to find the correct contact. If all else fails, pick up the
phone and ask.
Did I forget anything? If you disagree or want to add anything to this list,
please feel free let me know!

25 Tips on How to
Build a Better Media List
Want to breathe a little magic into your PR results? Put some of these best
practices into play for building your media lists - and using them to maximum
benefit.
AVOID SHORTCUTS
Public relations is not
easy - there's a reason it
is one of the most
stressful jobs in the
nation - and there are
very few shortcuts...
especially when it comes
to building a media
database. Speaking as
someone who has been
in the industry for almost
25 years - many public
relations professionals
build their lists wrong,
even at the agency level.
Done correctly, this takes several days, and dozens of hours. There aren't any
shortcuts, but THERE ARE ways to build them in a way that brings better results.
HERE ARE THE TIPS:
1. Use media databases (like Cision or FinderBinder) as a starting point,
not the only resource
2. Most media lists do not include the correct contacts – go deeper than
the editor
3. Understand differences in editorial titles – pub size influences meaning
4. Your list is outdated as soon as you save it to your computer, so update
constantly
5. When your list is done, go out and build it again using social media

6. Don't just add Twitter handles to your list - build lists specific to an
industry or client, and monitor closely
7. Look at each journalists entire social presence to find where the
opportunities/conversations are for them as an individual
8. Monitor your targeted journalists using Twitter Lists
9. Know what interests a journalist AT THAT moment, then pitch
10. Use Google to fill gaps - trade associations, small pubs not listed, etc.
11. Use Google Alerts to find reporters covering similar stories, then add
them to your list
12. Notice newsstands at grocery stores, convenience stores, etc. - pick up
copies from different areas of town
13. Read their publication at least a few times
14. Bloggers are different – don’t ever send press releases
15. Bloggers write for free – they usually could care less about pitches, PR
people and story ideas
16. eZines are different than bloggers – greater need for content, guest
posts more welcome
17. Take time to learn about the pub, research the right reporters/editors
18. Use contacts to pitch, not mass blast
19. Start conversations, BE RELEVANT - contacting them in person keeps
you on top of their beats, and their story requests
20. Media relations is about the relationship, not the list - act accordingly
21. Bad pitching burns bridges, so take time to do it right
22. You can pull many story angles from one idea – be creative
23. Repurposing content does not mean plagiarizing. Rewrite it from a
different angle.
24. Understand which online pubs are news feeds versus news reporting.
News feeds are fine for blast releases.
25. Never give your media lists to clients. They are paying for your expertise
and connections, don’t give that away.
To learn more about building media lists and using them to pitch, be sure to
check out these fantastic articles:





Free resources to build a list: http://bit.ly/cGlKJQ
Best practice basics: http://bit.ly/bOJPVb
BurrellesLuce whitepaper - Building a media list beyond the
basics: http://bit.ly/17IBnu8
Using social networking for media relations: http://bit.ly/Q4qwzJ

These tips were part of a recent #PRprochat Twitter chat, held on first Thursday's
at 3pm EST. To see the full transcript, head over to the rockthestatusquo.com.

For Uber Efficient PR Pros Only:
The Editorial Calendar Scour on Steroids
You know that crazy organized PR pro chick who loves systems and procedures?
The one who has the messy desk but is irritatingly efficient? Yeah, that's me.
How else could I possibly get in twenty hours of work in the typical 10-hour
workday? It takes a plan!
If you're the kind of uber efficient PR pro who organizes Outlook into clientspecific folders, keeps client folders for years after they've evaporated and
alphabetizes books and CDs... this post is for you.
Or if you're a new PR professional still learning the ropes, this might help.
I'm not talking about creating editorial calendars for your blog or social content
- but the traditional PR tactic of using editorial calendars created by magazines,
trade publications and other media for securing placement opportunities.
Newspapers and broadcast media don't typically have editorial calendars.
Ed cal searches are a basic PR skill, but one that waaaay too many pros gloss
over, only do it annually, or forget entirely. That's a mistake, given how fitting
your pitches to an editorial calendar bumps your success rate way up.
It’s an essential part of the pitching process.
If it’s fall or early winter, or you’re just kicking off a new client, then it's time to
kick off the process of collecting calendars for the upcoming year. If you wait
much longer, it will be too late to pitch January/February issues. And there is
nothing worse than a client calling to ask "Why am I not in this issue? It's a
perfect fit for what we do!"
For the PR newbie, read this part... Everyone else, skip down to the next
header.
Every magazine (and many other media outlets, including the larger blogs)
publishes an annual calendar of upcoming articles or topics they'll be covering.
It's a smorgasbord of opportunity and a foundational public relations skill. It's
also an opportunity for YOU to let your PR skills shine, because most agencies
and PR pros don't spend enough time with them to gain maximum benefit.

When should you
start thinking
about collecting
editorial
calendars from
your key
publications?
Around
September/Octob
er for magazines
and publications
with longer print
cycles, and
around early
November for
those with
shorter ones.

1. If a team is handling the client, ask if editorial calendars have been collected,
and what your agency or department procedures typically are for handling this
part of PR. You don't want to re-invent the wheel if someone is already on top
of it, but YOU DO want to show everyone that you are getting the foundation in
place for fantastic results. That you are covering the basics.
2. Assuming you've already built your client media list and/or a list of
publications you'll be targeting, check their website first to see if it is available
for download, then contact every outlet on that list and ask for a media kit.
Traditionally this includes the editorial calendar, demographic information
about readership, ad sizes and specs, and ad due dates. Why is this better than
asking for just the editorial calendar? Because the ad due dates tell you when
the publication goes to press. It helps you plan the timing of your pitch so it isn't
too late to be considered.
Here is an example of an editorial calendar for Arizona Foothills magazine, as
an example:



The full media kit: http://bit.ly/13uGHEp (2014)
Just the editorial calendar: http://bit.ly/1x250FR (2015)

3. Keep a spreadsheet so you can easily track who you've spoken with, which
ones you have and which ones you are still waiting on. It also gives you a tickler
file to get started with the next year.
4. Print out the editorial calendars, put them in a clearly labeled folder AND
KEEP IT ON YOUR DESK. Plan on referring to it often. Tuck a copy of your
spreadsheet in the folder, too.
5. If you don't already have a relationship going, CONTACT each publication
individually to specifically discuss their print schedule. When do they typically
close out their issue? How far in advance should you pitch them? What is too
late? Do they prefer to be pitched via email, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook or
phone? Do they have special issues with different print schedules? If it's a blog
or ezine and not a print publication, look at their website to see if they prefer
post submissions that are ready-to-publish (it's usually an obvious page). Note
all of this information on your spreadsheet.
New "next steps" for the more advanced PR pro and newbie alike
6. Spend time going over each ed cal and writing down story ideas to pitch.
Match the ideas to the issue, then SCHEDULE each individual pitch in Outlook!

Don't assume you'll remember, schedule it as an appointment using the timing
determined in #4.
Many pros miss pitching a great opportunity because they get so busy that it
slips off their radar. Don't let this happen - use Outlook to help you remember.
7. Not an Outlook user, or want a secondary tool to be sure important dates
don't slip your mind? Create your own calendar that flags specific dates and
publications you should pitch, and look at it every Monday so you know what's
coming up in the next week or two. Print it out and pop it in that folder with the
printed editorial calendars, but make it a part of your normal habits to
constantly review it.
8. Every time an Outlook alert goes off and it is time to pitch a specific issue of a
publication, glance over the entire folder anew to see what opportunities you
have for that specific month. This may seem too often, but it helps
you get intimately familiar with these magazines and their
upcoming topics. It also helps inspire creativity, since you'll notice
something new or have fresh inspiration hit with every review.
Many pros look at their ed cals once or twice a year, which isn't
nearly often enough. It also forces you to plan ahead.
9. If you SUPERVISE a team, sit down with them and review the
editorial calendars together. Brainstorm together or review their
story ideas that the ed cal stimulates, then don't forget to look at
the actual pitches. It seems like far too many agencies don't
supervise the team or work with them to improve their tactics - an
epic fail for everyone involved. Pitches and the processes we all
use are not a big secret, they should be constantly improved and
fine-tuned for optimal results. Don't hesitate to get involved. It
works wonders for boosting success rates, so more pitches end up
securing editorial.
10. Start collecting the next year's ed cals in early fall - September and October.
This helps you not miss out on great opportunities that it early in the year
because your timing is off and you start too late. Magazines, trade publications,
large blogs and ezines - round 'em up and get those opportunities scheduled.
They are the low hanging fruit!
Time to share! What tactics do YOU use for editorial calendar searches? Any
fabulous tips?

Using Pinterest & Secret Pinboards
for Pitching Media
"I'm pitching media at major market television networks. The competition is
stiff. How can I stand out from all the off-topic, snooze-worthy pitches that glut
the producer's inbox every day?"
When trying to land media coverage, packaging a story with the right
visuals can make all the difference. People are more visual than ever before and
media need budget-friendly resources to help their story catch attention. When
choosing between one story with visuals and one without - all things being
equal - the story WITH THEM will land the spot.
But what's an effective way to do this? You can't put an attachment on your
email without having it go straight to the junk folder.
Try Pinterest.
Because it offers both public and private pinboards, Pinterest can be incredibly
useful. Even if you don't have a robust presence on the platform.
And unlike DropBox, Hightail (YouSendIt) or Box.net, it has a social component
and ability to blend public with private that can be tremendously useful.
USING PINTEREST FOR PR & MEDIA PITCHING
Here are two quick ideas to get the ball rolling...
1. Create a public "speaker roll" pinboard that includes broadcast clips (both
television and radio) and public speaking footage.
Once your board is done, put it to use. When pitching broadcast media or
seeking new speaker opportunities, link to the board to demonstrate how the
client appears on the air or stage. Using this tactic in a pitch not only supports
your claim of on-air expertise, but it helps your pitch stand out among others...
critical in highly competitive markets (such as New York City).
You can also load the pinboard with relevant visuals, such as headshots with a
bio in the description. Infographics. Pull quotes and pie charts they can wrap

into the spot to break up the "talking head" effect. Photographs with cut lines
and photo credits in the description.
Not only is this pinboard useful in pitching media, but it's fantastic to use when
looking for speaking opportunities. Sending the link or using it in the "call for
speakers" application goes a long way in demonstrating skills. It can make the
difference between landing the keynote or the panel.
Do's:









Editorial coverage (clips) should always be embedded or pinned directly
from the media outlet's website with proper attribution.
Always use the embed option provided, so the original source is
included and you are legally protected.
If embed options are not provided, simply pin it instead of embedding
the video.
Pinterest made quite a few changes last year. If you have older videos
embedded on Pinterest that you have not checked it since May 2013, be
sure to go verify they are still working. Many video links broke when the
update was done.
Be sure to fill out each pin description with as much detail as possible
about that news story or speaking gig, and cluster them under a
pinboard with a relevant name.
Better yet, wrap in a keyword or phrase. You'd be surprised how
Google-friendly Pinterest is.

Don'ts:








Don't make this a secret pinboard. It's a great SEO tool to showcase
credibility and expertise. Since it leverages information already publicly
available, there's no reason to keep it private.
Never upload purchased footage unless digital rights were included in
the purchase or you have written permission from the media outlet.
Using them without permission opens the door to legal fines.
Do not download video from the media outlet's website to upload it
later. Same rules apply as the above bullet. It breaks the attribution
chain.
Resist any temptation to use it as an opportunity to show how media
"love" your authority figure, mention how "famous" he or she is or refer
to them as a "media spokesperson." Focus on media needs, NOT
promotion or hype.

2. Put your b-roll and other video footage in a secret pinboard.
Pinboards don't have to be public - they can be private with access limited to
those who have a direct link to the board.
Since video can be embedded or pinned, putting b-roll footage in a secret
pinboard is a great way to make it available to media.

Photography, infographics and other visuals can also be included.
Not sure whether a board should be public or private? Just think about how you
want it used, if it is for public consumption and if it is likely to be mis-used.
While something like b-roll footage might be useful to media who understand
editing and how to pull out specific pieces of the footage to support their story,
it may not be so useful for customers and prospects to sit and watch. Because broll is far from a polished video product, it's probably not something you'd want
to make available to the general public and not something you want
representing your company as-is.
Want to go a step further? Why not create the secret pinboard around a single
story idea? Or around a single media spokesperson at your company, then
populating it with personal interest story ideas and images approved for media
use?
Coming up with creative ideas to showcase information visually helps tell your
story AND sell your story.

So put on your thinking cap and give Pinterest a (s)pin.
Even if you only have an hour to invest, you might just be surprised at the
creative ways you can put it to work!

My Top Do's & Don'ts
For Pitching & Writing
Guest Blog Posts
It's raining outside and I'm feeling lazy, like curling up with an afghan, a full
French press of coffee and a great book. Trust me, I have hundreds of books to
pick from. So.... in my haste to wrap up work for the day, I think I'll bang out a
quick listicle!
Content marketing is on my mind quite a bit this week, for a variety of reasons,
so we'll use that as our topic.
Busy week! I landed a new digital agency client for strategic work in repackaging
what they package, sell and deliver to their clients as they change from linkbuilding services to content marketing - so my mind has been tackling some of
their major issues in preparation for launching work.
A second client tasked me with building a list of recommended next steps to
move their content marketing forward, AND I've been working on my own 2015
content marketing strategy for Rock The Status Quo.
See why it's top of mind?
DON'T OVERLOOK ITS IMPORTANCE
When I think of content marketing, one of the primary tactics that comes to
mind is guest blogging. It's critical and, as bloggers now outnumber
journalists, it's a public relations tactic that can't be ignored.
That being said, here are a few dozen "do's and don'ts" to help you in your
pitching and writing efforts.
THE DO’S
1. Think like a publisher, not a marketer.
2. Remember that most consumers wouldn’t care if 80 percent of brands
disappeared tomorrow. How can you make them care?

3. Match voice to the publication or blog. (Blog posts are usually opinionbased with a casual tone; e-zines might be written in more of a
traditional journalistic tone - quoting sources, using a formal tone,
written in AP style.)
4. Thoroughly understand the audience before you pitch or write.
5. Carefully match audience to goal. Is your goal reach? Lead gen? Traffic?
Set the goal first, then select the placement opportunity to fit the goal,
and write copy with the end goal in mind.
6. Include one link to the client, max of two (one in article and one in bio).
7. Tell stories, be visual and have a unique voice.
8. Repurpose content in multiple ways – never plagiarize, use fresh copy!
One blog post can become a SlideShare deck, video, infographic, quote
image. How can you leverage content further? Integrate?
9. Focus on writing quality – even in the pitch.
10. Offer an exclusive.
11. Mix long posts with short.
12. Publish more than once in the same blog.
13. Mix evergreen content with timely or trending topics. Know which one
the blog you are pitching prefers by looking at recent posts.
14. Choose blogs based on their traffic and visitor volume, even in small
trade verticals.
15. Put a keyword in the title, page description and first paragraph – even
with semantic search progress, basics still apply.
16. When the placement hits, give clients pre-written
tweets/shares/updates they can use to share their new content.
17. Ask for the client’s Twitter handle to be included in the share content,
or wrap it into the title (if allowable).
18. Help clients remember to share the article on social media; once for
most platforms, but retweet it multiple times on the day it hits.
19. Wrap in a larger client goal for each piece of content.
20. Make it entertaining – embed videos, add images, embed posts or
tweets, etc.

THE DON’TS
1. Don’t always start with what the client wants to sell – start with what
the end audience wants.
2. Don't put SEO first - writing quality comes first.
3. Don't blog to to collect backlinks – you are blogging to give value to
readers, and provide great content to a specific audience.
4. Never be negative, critical or participate in brand shaming within a post.

5. If it's a client blog instead of a guest post, don't ignore security
measures to protect clients from being hacked
6. Don't forget to stop and put yourself in the reader’s shoes before
writing!
7. Never, ever accept poor writing quality from your team or client.
Fearlessly kick it back or use that red pen.
8. Try not to write the same things everyone else is writing about. Be
unique and creative to stand out.
9. Don't be afraid to take a strong stance or
share an opinion, even if it might be
unpopular. But FACTCHECK.
10. Don't forget to include a measurable CTA
(call-to-action) at the end.
11. Never forget to monitor and respond to
comments – you want to engage with
them!
12. Don't bother pitching hobbyist bloggers. If
they don’t have guest posts or contact
information, move on.
That's it - short post today. Later, gator!! Those
books are calling my name.

Like this free ebook?
Go subscribe at RockTheStatusQuo.com!
No spam, and you’ll get 1-2 blog posts
emailed to you each week. Plus, freebies
for my new book, Above The Noise! It’s
due on bookshelves January 2016.
Looking forward to connecting!
~ Carrie
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